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Abstract Flooding of the lunar surface by ancient mare basalts has rendered uncertain the ages of lunar
geochemical terranes and several impact basins. Here we combine craters having recognizable surface
expressions with craters identified only by their gravitational signatures in Gravity Recovery and Interior
Laboratory data to reassess the chronological sequence of lunar impact basins and the ages of major lunar
geochemical terranes. Our results indicate that although volcanically flooded regions are deficient in
craters with diameters greater than 20 km by more than 50% relative to unflooded regions, craters with
diameters greater than 90 km can be readily recognized either by topography or by gravity anomaly. On
the basis of the areal density of craters with diameters greater than 90 km we conclude that (1) the
Serenitatis basin could be as young as the Imbrium basin; (2) the areal density of craters within the
Procellarum KREEP Terrane is significantly lower than that for the South Pole-Aitken basin and the
Feldspathic Highlands Terrane; (3) if the youngest age of final crystallization of the lunar magma ocean is
adopted as a lower bound on the age of the Procellarum KREEP Terrane, a minimum age of approximately
4.3 Ga is inferred for ~40% of lunar impact basins, including South Pole-Aitken; and (4) the flux of
impactors capable of forming craters with diameters of at least 90 km decreased substantially through the
Nectarian and Imbrian periods.
1. Introduction
Establishing the absolute and relative chronology of ancient lunar events is of fundamental importance to
our understanding of early Solar System history and the evolution of rocky planetary bodies. In this endeavor,
the Moon has a unique role, as it is the only planetary body from which both absolute and relative ages can
be calibrated, from the radiometric dating of returned samples and the areal density of impact craters,
respectively (Hiesinger et al., 2011; Le Feuvre & Wieczorek, 2011; Marchi et al., 2009; Neukum et al., 1975,
2001). In contrast to the relatively young and heavily modified surfaces of many other planetary bodies in
the Solar System, a majority of the lunar surface has been well preserved since antiquity and thus contains
the most comprehensive record of early impact cratering presently known to exist.
For those few lunar impact basins from which samples have been returned from impact-associated deposits,
radiometric age dating has provided constraints on their absolute ages (Wilhelms, 1987). Yet with the excep-
tion of the Imbrium basin and perhaps the younger Orientale basin, substantial uncertainty remains in the
absolute ages of lunar basins, as exemplified by the prominent South Pole-Aitken (SPA) and Nectaris basins
(Fischer-Gödde & Becker, 2011; Korotev et al., 2002; Lawrence et al., 2003; Maurer et al., 1978; Papike et al.,
1998; Warren, 2003; Wilhelms, 1987). Although SPA is generally accepted to be the oldest as well as the lar-
gest recognizable basin on the Moon, there is only a lower bound on its absolute age of ~3.92 Ga (Wilhelms,
1987). This lower bound is based on the canonical age inferred for the stratigraphically younger Nectaris
impact. Yet this frequently cited age of 3.92 Ga for the Nectaris impact is likely to be incorrect, as the samples
used to date Nectaris radiometrically are probably ejecta from a younger impact event (Fischer-Gödde &
Becker, 2011; Lawrence et al., 2003; Warren, 2003). Other lunar samples identified as associated with
Nectaris have argon-argon ages as old as 4.26 Ga (Warren, 2003) and have been interpreted to establish a
much older age for the basin, although the correlation between these samples and the Nectaris basin is also
in question, as a recent analysis of one of these samples indicates that the abundances of radiogenic
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elements are too high to be consistent with the nominal composition observed within that basin (Norman
et al., 2016). As the Nectaris basin provides the principal chronologic anchor for the transition from the
pre-Nectarian period (4.53–3.92 Ga) to the Nectarian period (3.92–3.85 Ga), the uncertainty in its age has
major implications for the durations of lunar periods and epochs. Furthermore, a substantial change in the
absolute age of Nectaris would have a major effect on interpretations of the early lunar impact rate and con-
straints on an early impact cataclysm for the inner Solar System (e.g., Bottke & Norman, 2017).
In addition to the uncertain absolute ages of many lunar basins, there likely exists substantial error in relative
surface ages as determined from crater densities. Although one might generally presume that an older sur-
face has a greater concentration of craters than a younger one, the establishment of relative ages from crater
densities is complicated by the variability introduced by secondary craters formed by ballistic ejecta from
nearby impacts (McEwen & Bierhaus, 2006; Xiao & Strom, 2012), regions with saturated crater densities
(Chapman & Jones, 1977), personal biases that may arise in the classification of craters (Robbins et al.,
2014), time-variable impact rates (Le Feuvre & Wieczorek, 2011; Neukum et al., 2001), and, most significantly,
nonuniform resurfacing (Phillips et al., 1992; van der Bogert et al., 2017).
Despite rigorous analyses to reduce the effects of some of these potential sources of error on the Moon (e.g.,
Fassett et al., 2012; McEwen & Bierhaus, 2006; Robbins, 2014), uncertainty remains as a result of impact rates
that are uncalibrated to reliable absolute ages for much of lunar history (1–3 Ga and greater than 4 Ga) and
partial or complete resetting of crater densities by multiple volcanic resurfacing events that primarily
occurred on the lunar nearside and within basin impact structures (Hiesinger et al., 2011; Le Feuvre &
Wieczorek, 2011; Marchi et al., 2009; Neukum et al., 2001; van der Bogert et al., 2017). The uncalibrated lunar
cratering rates prior to ~4 Ga introduce substantial ambiguity in the interpretation of crater age assessments
for the most ancient lunar surfaces (e.g., Le Feuvre & Wieczorek, 2011; Morbidelli et al., 2012; Neukum et al.,
1975; Neukum & Ivanov, 1994). Many ancient lunar surfaces have similar crater densities, a result that may
indicate the surfaces formed contemporaneously. However, similar crater densities may also result from sur-
faces that have reached a state of crater saturation (e.g., Gault, 1970; Richardson, 2009) or from a time-
variable cratering rate, for example, by which different surfaces formed at different times within a sustained
period of relatively lower cratering rates prior to a later period of greater impact bombardment. Attempts to
assign relative ages to the major impact basins through the application of traditional crater size-frequency
analyses are often frustrated by the extensive deposits of basaltic plains, or maria, that preferentially flooded
and presently obscure the primary surfaces of major impact basins (Budney & Lucey, 1998; Evans et al., 2016;
Gong et al., 2016; Head & Wilson, 1992, 2017; Hiesinger et al., 2000, 2010, 2011; Hörz, 1978; Whitten & Head,
2015a, 2015b; Zhong et al., 2000). To estimate the relative ages of these mare-flooded basins, previous work-
ers either used a patchwork of unflooded surfaces of small area (e.g., Fassett et al., 2012) or made adjustments
for the size-frequency distributions (SFDs) of mare-covered regions (Hartmann & Wood, 1971), but both
of those methods inject uncertainty and potential sample bias, especially for heavily flooded basins
such as Serenitatis (Fassett et al., 2012; Wilhelms, 1987). More comprehensive treatments have augmented
the traditional crater size-frequency analyses with stratigraphic inferences to establish the relative ages
and a chronologic sequence of lunar basins (e.g., Fassett et al., 2012; Wilhelms, 1987), but the uncertain crater
density of the premare nearside surface nonetheless remains an obstacle to establishing a reliable
relative chronology.
Of particular interest is the age of Serenitatis basin, a topic that has long been debated in the scientific litera-
ture (e.g., Fassett et al., 2012; Hartmann & Wood, 1971; Head, 1975a; Spudis et al., 2011; Stuart-Alexander &
Howard, 1970; Wilhelms, 1987). The age of Serenitatis has important implications for the bombardment his-
tory of the Moon, since a late-Nectarian or early-Imbrian age close to that of Imbrium could support the
notional idea of a major lunar cataclysm at ~3.9 Ga, whereas a pre-Nectarian age for Serenitatis may be con-
sistent with a steadily declining bombardment (e.g., Spudis et al., 2011). Geologic evidence, including radio-
metric dating of the Apollo 17 Taurus-Littrow samples posited to have been derived from units emplaced
during the Serenitatis impact event (Jessberger et al., 1978), indicates a late-Nectarian age (Wilhelms,
1987). However, on the basis of Lunar Reconnaissance Orbiter Camera (LROC) images (see Chin et al.,
2007), Spudis et al. (2011) suggested that these samples may not be from units associated with the
Serenitatis impact event. The highly degraded appearance of Serenitatis has also led several investigators
to suggest that the basin may be of pre-Nectarian age (Hartmann & Wood, 1971; Head, 1975a; Wilhelms,
1987). Instead, the apparently degraded state of Serenitatis may be at least partly the result of its close
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proximity to the younger and larger Imbrium basin, from a combination of ejecta (Fassett et al., 2012; Head,
1975b) and seismic shaking (Kreslavsky & Head, 2012) from the Imbrium impact. Although crater density esti-
mates for the Serenitatis basin have yet to yield a reliable and consistent determination of its relative age, in
part, because of the extensive mare flooding (Hartmann & Wood, 1971; Wilhelms, 1987), two recent analyses
suggest that Serenitatis has a crater density consistent with the formation of the basin during the pre-
Nectarian epoch (Fassett et al., 2012; Spudis et al., 2011).
In addition to constraining the absolute ages of major impact basins, lunar samples also constrain the timing
of cooling and fractional crystallization of the early lunar magma ocean. Samples returned from the Moon
indicate that much of its crust formed as a direct consequence of magma ocean crystallization, which yielded
at least one of the three major geochemical provinces now observed on the surface (Figures 1a and 1b): the
Feldspathic Highlands Terrane (FHT; Jolliff et al., 2000). The second province, the SPA Terrane (Jolliff et al.,
2000), is associated with the early formation of the SPA basin, and the third province, the Procellarum
KREEP Terrane (PKT; Jolliff et al., 2000), does not have a clearly constrained origin or age.
The FHT occupies more than 60% of the lunar surface area and is themost ancient terrane on theMoon (Jolliff
et al., 2000), with an estimated age of ~4.4–4.5 Ga inferred from the radiometric ages of lunar anorthosite
samples (Elkins-Tanton et al., 2011; see also Barboni et al., 2017). As shown in Figure 1, the FHT is character-
ized by low FeO and Th abundances and elevated topography (Jolliff et al., 2000; Wilhelms, 1987). The FHT is
generally held to be the surface manifestation of the primary feldspathic crust formed by the crystallization
and buoyant rise of plagioclase feldspar during cooling of the lunar magma ocean (Elkins-Tanton et al., 2011;
Warren, 1985).
Figure 1. Maps of lunar terranes and basins: (a) FeO (weight %; Lawrence et al., 2002), (b) surface thorium concentration
(ppm; Lawrence et al., 2003), (c) lunar craters with D ≥ 90 km on a shaded-relief map of topography (Barker et al., 2016;
Smith et al., 2010), and (d) QCMAs (outlined in magenta) and surface mare deposits (outlined in dark blue; Nelson et al.,
2014) shown on a lunar morphological base map (Speyerer et al., 2011). The Feldspathic Highlands Terrane (FHT), South
Pole-Aitken (SPA) basin, and Procellarum KREEP Terrane (PKT) are outlined in (a–c) and labeled in (a) and (b). The basins
from Table 1 are outlined in (a) and (b) and labeled in (b). In (c), surface craters (black) cataloged by Head et al. (2010),
QCMAs (magenta and black) identified by Neumann et al. (2015), and QCMAs (magenta) identified by Evans et al. (2016) are
outlined. In (d), QCMAs (magenta and white) identified by Neumann et al. (2015) are outlined. All maps are in Eckert-IV
projections. QCMA = quasi-circular mass anomaly.
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Unlike the FHT and the SPA Terrane, for the PKT the origin and age are less clear. The PKT is a geochemical
province, often delineated by the 3.5-ppm contour of the surface concentration of Th, characterized by a
regional enrichment of KREEP (material with an enhanced concentration of K, rare earth elements, P, and
other incompatible elements), low-lying topography, high surface abundances of FeO and Th, and extensive
deposits of lunar maria (Hiesinger et al., 2003; Jolliff et al., 2000; Smith et al., 2010; Wieczorek & Phillips, 2000).
Although KREEP is postulated to have crystallized beneath the feldspathic crust as the residuum of the magma
ocean (i.e., urKREEP), the cause of its predominant surface expression within the PKT remains undetermined
(Elkins-Tanton et al., 2011; Hess & Parmentier, 2001; Jolliff et al., 2000; Warren, 1985; Wilhelms, 1987).
Returned lunar samples yield a preponderance of crystallization ages for urKREEP material between 4.48 and
4.34 Ga (see review by Borg et al., 2015), with a recent analysis yielding an age of 4.389 ± 0.045 Ga (Borg et al.,
2015). These ages likely represent either crystallization of the residuum from the lunar magma ocean or crystal-
lization from a subsequent widespreadmelting event (Borg et al., 2015). To be conservative, in our analyses that
follow we will assume a young age of 4.3 Ga for the crystallization of urKREEP.
An ancient impact basin in the region of Oceanus Procellarum has often been invoked to account for the
localization of KREEP on the lunar nearside (Cadogan, 1974; Whitaker, 1981; Wilhelms, 1987) and the presence
there of low-Ca pyroxene (Nakamura et al., 2012). The gravitational and physiographic characteristics of the
region, however, are inconsistent with an ancient impact structure (Andrews-Hanna et al., 2014).
Nonetheless, the absence of these characteristics does not preclude the possibility that a Procellarum
basin-forming impact could have occurred sufficiently early in lunar history that extreme heating and/or
the presence of a subsurface magma ocean markedly diminished the gravitational and physiographic
signature of the basin and its rim structure. Unfortunately, the extensive mare flooding of this region has,
to date, prevented a reliable crater density estimate for the premare PKT, thereby hindering a comprehensive
evaluation of the circumstances surrounding its formation.
There is general consensus on the absolute age of the Imbrium basin and the relative ages of many other
basins. Nonetheless, there remain several unanswered questions regarding lunar terrane and basin chronol-
ogy, in particular the age of Serenitatis, its implications for the flux and provenance of early lunar impactors,
and the age of the PKT. In this investigation, we use both craters with a recognizable surface expression (Head
et al., 2010), here termed surface craters, and craters inferred to be fully buried by volcanic or impact deposits
and identified from quasi-circular mass anomalies (QCMAs; Evans et al., 2016; Neumann et al., 2015) pre-
served in the lunar gravitational field and revealed by analyses of the gravity field mapped by the Gravity
Recovery and Interior Laboratory (GRAIL) mission (Konopliv et al. 2013; Lemoine et al., 2013; Zuber, Smith,
Lehman, et al., 2013; Zuber, Smith, Watkins, et al., 2013). On the basis of the distribution of both types of fea-
tures, we examine the ages of formation of major lunar terranes, the chronological sequence of impact basin
formation, and changes in the lunar impactor flux prior to ~3.8 Ga.
2. Areal Distribution of Craters and QCMAs
From the GRAIL-derived lunar gravity field, Evans et al. (2016) identified 104 QCMAs within and near the lunar
nearside maria having diameters between 26 and 300 km (Figure 1d). Moreover, they proposed that most
QCMAs are impact craters that lack surface topographic expression because of burial by mare basalt or mate-
rial ejected by younger impact events. Several lines of evidence support this inference. The most compelling
argument is that the most widespread, quasi-circular features on the Moon are impact craters. Thus, by infer-
ence, the QCMAs are also likely to be impact craters. Evans et al. (2016) also showed that the QCMAs with
diameters less than 80 km follow the same trend of Bouguer anomaly versus diameter as that for unfilled sur-
face craters. For diameters greater than 80 km, the QCMAs generally form two groups, one with large positive
Bouguer anomalies consistent with infilling of impact craters by high-density mare material, and one with
small negative Bouguer anomalies consistent with impacts into early mare deposits that have a greater
amount of lower-density feldspathic material interior to the feature than their surroundings. The latter group
has been suggested to be the result of partial infilling of the crater interior with feldspathic material ejected
by nearby impacts or preferential uplift of feldspathic material within the crater interior during the crater-
forming process. Both large positive and small negative Bouguer anomalies are observed for partially filled
craters on the lunar nearside hemisphere (Zuber, Smith, Watkins, et al., 2013). This observation provides
further evidence that QCMAs are buried craters. Furthermore, large craters of volcanic origin (i.e., calderas)
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are not favored to form under lunar ascent and eruption conditions (Head & Wilson, 1991), and none in this
diameter range have been observed (Head & Wilson, 2017). We assume hereafter that all QCMAs represent
buried craters. We recognize that the QCMA detection techniques employed by Evans et al. (2016) with
the lunar gravitational field are susceptible to false identifications by up to ~10%, but such a percentage of
falsely identified buried craters would serve only to reinforce the conclusions of this study (see section 4).
In addition to the QCMAs of Evans et al. (2016), we incorporate 10 QCMAs identified by Neumann et al. (2015)
that are not present in either the QCMA data set of Evans et al. (2016) or the crater catalog of Head et al.
(2010). Neumann et al. (2015) analyzed the lunar gravitational data and identified large, positive quasi-
circular features in the Bouguer and free-air anomaly fields for signatures consistent with the central positive
Bouguer anomalies of basin-size impact structures. Scaling relations developed between the diameter of the
central positive Bouguer anomaly and the diameter of the main rim for well-preserved basins were used to
estimate the rim diameter of these gravitationally identified basin structures (Neumann et al., 2015).
Because of the wide areal distribution and the small number of QCMAs included from the study of
Neumann et al. (2015), our conclusions are not fundamentally altered by their incorporation. However, we
chose to include these QCMAs so that we may analyze the relative ages of the proposed Fecunditatis and
Australe North basins.
The contribution of QCMAs to the crater record may be assessed with a cumulative SFD N(D), where N is the
number of craters of diameter D (in kilometers) or greater per unit area (106 km2). In order to assess the relia-
bility of the QCMAs in determining relative ages, we tested if the combined population of surface craters and
QCMAs follows the expected SFD. To do so, we compared the normalized cumulative SFD of surface craters
plus QCMAs for mare units to the normalized cumulative SFD of surface craters on mare and nonmare units
(Figure 2a). For this comparison, we used the mare and nonmare unit boundaries constructed by Nelson et al.
(2014) from LROC data (see Figure 1d). The normalization of cumulative SFDs was accomplished by setting
the value to unity at D = 20 km. The cumulative SFD of surface craters on nonmare units was taken as repre-
sentative of a primary unmodified crater population. As illustrated in Figure 2a, the QCMAs have a cumulative
SFD that is skewed toward larger craters; nearly half of the QCMAs are greater than 90 km in diameter,
whereas craters with diameters greater than 90 km comprise less than ~20% of the population of surface cra-
ters in mare and nonmare units. A noteworthy observation from Figure 2a is that the normalized cumulative
SFD of surface craters plus QCMAs for mare units provides a poorer fit to the normalized cumulative SFD of
surface craters on nonmare units than the normalized cumulative SFD of only surface craters on mare units.
As discussed below, this effect is likely the result of incomplete recovery of a population of buried craters on
mare units that is skewed toward smaller diameters.
To compare directly the mare and nonmare regions across a range of diameters, we determined ratios of the
incremental SFD of impact craters in nonmare regions to that for mare regions with and without the QCMAs
included. The incremental SFD is the number of craters within a given bin of diameters per standard area
(106 km2). For our analyses, we took bins at 20-km-diameter intervals centered on a given diameter D, and
each bin includes craters of diameter D ± 20 km (Figure 2b). For each bin, the crater density was estimated
from areal maps constructed with a 500-km-radius moving window average (see example in Figures 2c
and 2d), and the errors were calculated from the weighted standard error on the mean (Cochran, 1977;
Gatz & Smith, 1994). To minimize the influence of large regions resurfaced by impact basins, we excluded
those areas interior to basins having diameters greater than 650 km. However, our analyses are insensitive
to both the radius selected for the moving window and the basin diameter cutoff (see Figure S1 of the
supporting information). The ratios shown in Figure 2b are minimally affected by the exclusion of impact
structures with diameters as small as 250 km.
If the incremental SFD of the combined set of surface craters and QCMAs for mare regions represents a popu-
lation of impact structures derived from the same population of projectiles as those that formed the surface
craters preserved in the nonmare regions, then the data in Figure 2b would show a horizontal line. Moreover,
if the ages of the surface in nonmare regions and the premare surface in mare regions were similar, a value of
unity would be expected for the ratio of incremental SFDs.
The ratio of incremental SFD in nonmare regions to that in mare regions with QCMAs included (in Figure 2b)
shows a negatively sloping line with increasing diameter and values greater than unity at small diameters
(D < 90 km), suggestive of a population of smaller buried craters (D < 90 km) that were not recovered as
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resolved QCMAs. Given the demonstrated ability to recover QCMAs smaller than 30 km in diameter and with
amplitudes of less than 2 mGal (Evans et al., 2016), the deficit of smaller buried craters (D < 90 km) in the
crater population identified by Evans et al. (2016) on the lunar nearside is unlikely to be purely an effect of
the methodology applied to identify buried craters.
At larger diameters, D ≥ 90 km (the smallest craters included in the 110-km-diameter bin), the ratio of incre-
mental SFDs follows a horizontal line with a value near unity, indicating that for such features, there is no
apparent deficit of craters in mare regions compared with nonmare regions when QCMAs are included.
Thus, the ratio of incremental SFDs with QCMAs included indicates that the record of craters having dia-
meters greater than 90 km on the Moon is well preserved by the combination of gravity and topography
information. In contrast, more than 60% of the expected total of premare craters between 20 and 90 km in
diameter in mare regions are not recovered from gravity or topography information.
The ratio of the incremental SFD in nonmare regions to that in mare regions determined without QCMAs var-
ies between values of 1 and 3. Variations in the observed ratio are at least partially due to the variable ages of
the nearside maria (e.g., Hiesinger et al., 2011) that have been binned together in this analysis as well as
Figure 2. (a) Normalized cumulative size-frequency distributions (SFDs; D ≥ 20 km) for lunar crater populations, defined to
equal unity at D = 20 km. Crater populations shown include nonmare regions (red), QCMAs or buried craters (gray), mare
regions without buried craters included (black), and mare regions with buried craters included (blue). (b) Ratio of incre-
mental SFD for craters in nonmare regions to that in mare regions, shown with (blue) and without (black) QCMAs.
Incremental SFDs are determined at intervals of 20 km in diameter and for 40-km-diameter bin sizes. Errors follow from the
weighted standard error of the mean. The red line denotes a 1:1 ratio. (c) N(90) and (d) N(20), each averaged over a
circular window of 500-km radius, determined from QCMAs (Evans et al., 2016; Neumann et al., 2015) as well as craters
identified from Lunar Orbiter Laser Altimeter (LOLA) topographic data (Head et al., 2010), are shown in Eckert-IV projec-
tions. For (c) and (d), panels on the left include only craters identified from LOLA topographic data; panels on the right
include QCMAs as well as craters identified from LOLA topographic data. The basins listed in Table 1 are outlined and
labeled. QCMA = quasi-circular mass anomaly.
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regional variability in the number of craters that are embayed by mare units. For the largest craters, the ratio
of incremental SFDs without QCMAs approaches unity, indicating that the identification of the largest impact
structures has been minimally influenced by mare volcanism.
Thus, on the basis of ratios of incremental SFDs, we can make the following inferences about the comparison
of relative ages between nonmare areas and the surfaces underlying mare material in volcanically flooded
basins and terranes: (1) as has been previously established, the substantial burial of craters by mare volcanism
in mare areas precludes reliable comparisons of ages of the underlying terranes from crater SFDs using sur-
face craters alone, and (2) sets of craters having diameters greater than 90 km and constructed with the addi-
tion of information on buried craters provide the best available basis for making reliable age comparisons for
such areas.
Crater areal density maps constructed with a 500-km-radius moving window average (shown in Figures 2c
and 2d) also illustrate the affect that the inclusion of QCMAs has on nearside mare regions. With QCMAs
included, most nearside lunar mare regions are indistinct relative to their surroundings in the map of N(90)
(Figure 2c), although the lower areal density values within several major impact basins (e.g., Orientale,
Crisium, Imbrium) can still be observed. In contrast, without QCMAs, the lunar nearside mare region is clearly
distinct from the surrounding nonmare regions in the map of N(20) (Figure 2d).
Given that mare volcanism had little apparent effect on the incremental and cumulative SFDs of the com-
bined set of surface craters and QCMAs for D ≥ 90 km in mare regions, we chose this crater diameter cutoff
to assess the relative ages of lunar geochemical terranes and major impact basins.
3. Age Determination With Buried Craters Included
The age of an exposed surface determined via crater size-frequency analyses is generally referred to as the
crater retention age (Hartmann, 1966). For size-frequency analyses that include QCMAs (i.e., interpreted as
buried craters), applying the term crater retention age to the derived age estimates would be inappropriate.
Instead, we use the term crustal crater retention age to reflect those ages determined from crater size-
frequency analyses that include QCMAs. Such a designation more accurately reflects the length of time that
recognizable gravitational and topographic signatures of impact features are retained within the crust. For
regions where the original surface is obscured, specifically the PKT and mare-flooded basins, we employ
the crustal crater retention age to characterize the relative ages of these regions.
The rationale for using densities of recognized impact craters to determine absolute and relative (crater
retention) ages of exposed surfaces is well established (e.g., Neukum et al., 1975) and requires that the follow-
ing criteria be met:
1. The craters included are predominantly a result of primary impacts rather than ballistic impact of ejecta
(secondary impact craters);
2. The diameter ranges of the craters used in the size-frequency analyses are minimally affected by crater
saturation;
3. The crater population was reset at the time of formation for the exposed surfaces, and later craters that
formed on the exposed surfaces were preserved; and
4. The impact rate, at a given time, did not substantially vary across the planetary surface.
Below, we evaluate the applicability of the above criteria to the crustal crater retention age and highlight the
validity of each of the above criteria with respect to using QCMAs as well as surface craters to determine
relative ages.
3.1. Secondary Craters
Secondary craters, or secondaries, are the class of impact craters formed by material ejected from impacts of
extra-planetary projectiles and have been unambiguously identified on the lunar surface for D ≤ 30 km
(Wilhelms, 1976). On the Moon, secondaries are estimated to account for a substantial fraction of the impact
craters at D < 20 km, but they are found to be significantly less abundant for diameters between 20 and
30 km (Head et al., 2010; Wilhelms et al., 1978). The consistency of previous N(20) crater age assessments with
stratigraphic relationships and the absence of statistically significant changes in N(20) for annular zones
around large basins reinforce the inference regarding the negligible influence of secondaries at D ≥ 20 km
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(Fassett et al., 2012; Head et al., 2010). As the smallest craters and QCMAs that have been used for crater age
assessments in this study are 90 km in diameter, well above the size threshold at which the influence of sec-
ondaries is significant (Guo et al., 2017), we can confidently neglect the influence of secondaries for our crater
age assessments.
3.2. Crater Saturation
Crater saturation equilibrium occurs when the crater density of a surface remains unchanged in time, because
the formation of each new crater, on average, leads to the removal of a preexisting crater of similar diameter
(Gault, 1970). For the ancient lunar highlands and many pre-Nectarian basins, N(20) values are within the
range of saturation equilibrium values (Fassett et al., 2012; Head et al., 2010; van der Bogert et al., 2017).
The claim of saturation equilibrium at D ≥ 20 km on the Moon has been previously invoked to account for
the anomalously low crater densities for the SPA basin, which are not consistent with the generally accepted
stratigraphic relationship indicating that SPA is the most ancient recognizable basin on the Moon (Wilhelms,
1987; see also Fassett et al., 2012). If saturation equilibrium has been reached for pre-Nectarian surfaces on
the Moon, it may be impossible to distinguish the chronologic sequence of the earliest impact events on
the basis of crater density alone. In sections 4 and 5, we consider further the implications of saturation equili-
brium for the interpretation of relative ages from crater densities.
3.3. Areal Distribution of Cratering
The ability to establish relative ages between surfaces on the basis of crater densities also requires a suffi-
ciently random areal distribution of impacts across the surfaces considered so that variations in crater densi-
ties between surfaces can be primarily attributed to their age differences. It has also been suggested that
variations in crater densities have been influenced by spatial variations in impact rates and nonuniform crus-
tal and upper mantle temperatures across the Moon (Le Feuvre & Wieczorek, 2011; Miljković et al., 2013). The
similar N(90) values on the nearside and farside (Figure 2c), however, suggest a lack of significant differences
in the impact crater population between these two hemispheres for the diameter range that we treat here.
For this reason, we assume that spatial variations in impact rates do not significantly affect our results. For
basins with D ≥ 200 km, hydrocode modeling has demonstrated that crust and upper mantle temperatures,
within expected ranges, can exert an influence on the final basin diameter for impacts of a given energy
(Miljković et al., 2013). Although temperature-induced variations in basin size may affect the precise crater
SFD for D ≥ 200 km, relative ages determined from N(90) values are dominated by craters that are well below
the diameter threshold (200 km) at which this effect has been suggested and therefore are not affected by a
change in final basin size at larger diameters. Thus, following previous workers and in the absence of satura-
tion effects, we assume that variations in cumulative crater densities between regions primarily reflect differ-
ences in age.
3.4. State of Preservation of the Surface and Crust
Accurately constraining the age of an exposed surface from crater size-frequency analyses relies on the
assumption that the crater record was effectively reset at the time of the last resurfacing event. This assump-
tion becomes more complex in the type of analyses that we are presenting, as we consider both surface cra-
ters and impact features buried beneath the exposed surface. Of specific concern is whether the gravitational
signature, or more generally the crustal signature, of an impact crater is erased by a superposed basin-
forming impact.
The absence of obvious gravitational and crustal signatures of preexisting simple and complex craters within
and along the Orientale basin rim (defined by the Cordillera ring; Wilhelms, 1987) suggests that the basin-
forming process effectively erases such signatures. As Orientale is the best-preserved and youngest multiring
impact basin to have formed on the Moon, its preimpact site was likely to have been more densely cratered
than the preimpact sites of other, older impact basins. Accordingly, the Orientale impact would have had the
greatest probability among all basins of preserving preexisting simple and complex craters. We can, there-
fore, infer with high likelihood that the other major impact basins did not preserve gravitational signatures
of preexisting simple or complex craters to a significant extent.
As the diameters of QCMAs from Evans et al. (2016) used in this study (less than 200 km) overlap the size
range of the central positive Bouguer anomalies for larger basins (Neumann et al., 2015; see also Baker
et al., 2017), we must also consider the possibility that a fraction of the positive QCMAs could be
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central mantle uplifts associated with buried peak-ring basins that
predate the basin of interest, as has been suggested by Sood et al.
(2017) for one of the QCMAs identified by Evans et al. (2016).
Although central positive Bouguer anomalies of preexisting basins
have not been conclusively identified interior to basin excavation
cavities, central positive Bouguer anomalies associated with preexist-
ing basins are observed interior to the main rim of superposed
basins, as exemplified by the Asperitatis, Orientale SW, and
Serenitatis North basins, which are contained at least partially within
the outer rings of the Nectaris, Orientale, and Serenitatis basins,
respectively (Neumann et al., 2015).
Because the signatures of central positive Bouguer anomalies in older
basins are not necessarily erased outside the excavation cavities of
younger superposed basins, we cannot reject the possibility a priori
that some QCMAs interior to basins represent preexisting structures.
The diameters of the central positive Bouguer anomalies associated
with impact basins extend down to 84 km and are approximately half
the diameters of the outer rims of their corresponding basins
(Neumann et al., 2015). Thus, it follows that there is an ambiguity
between a complex crater in the diameter range 100–200 km that
formed after the basin of interest and was subsequently buried by
maria to produce a QCMA, and a peak-ring basin or protobasin in the diameter range 200–400 km that pre-
dated the basin of interest and was subsequently buried by the ejecta from that basin, resulting in a QCMA
from the central mantle uplift. Although this ambiguity cannot be resolved for each QCMA with a large posi-
tive Bouguer anomaly in this study, we can confidently state that such preexisting structures must comprise a
minority of QCMAs, for several reasons.
Notably, on the basis of the number of QCMAs with large positive Bouguer anomalies (36) relative to the total
number of central positive Bouguer anomalies associated with recognized basins (66; Neumann et al., 2015),
the majority of QCMAs cannot represent mantle uplifts of ancient basins unless the mare-flooded regions
were bombarded by a disproportionately larger number of basin-forming impactors per area than the rest
of the Moon. Moreover, the cumulative SFD for lunar craters in the FHT and SPA (Figure 3a) dictates that com-
plex craters of a diameter greater than D should be more abundant by a factor of ~4.5 than basins with a dia-
meter greater than 2D (i.e., those with central positive Bouguer anomalies of diameter D). Thus, at a given
diameter, the gravitational signatures of the central mantle uplifts of buried basins in mare-flooded areas
should be much less common than the signatures of volcanically buried craters. Although some individual
QCMAsmay be the expressions of mantle uplift beneath preexisting basins, the population as a whole cannot
satisfy this interpretation.
To test for a statistically significant presence of preimpact structures, we calculated N(90) values for the annu-
lus interior to the main rim diameter and exterior to the central positive Bouguer anomaly for each basin in
Table 1. By applying a randomness detection method (runs test; Bradley, 1968) to the set of N(90) values
ordered by stratigraphic (age) group, we can reject the null hypothesis of randomness at the 90% significance
level. This result remains unchanged for all possible arrangements of basins within a given group. Therefore,
the observed decrease in N(90) values with age is statistically significant and validates our assumption that
the density of craters and QCMAs within the annulus bounded by the main rim and the central positive
Bouguer anomaly is reset at a significant level by basin-forming impacts.
Accordingly, we make the assumption that most QCMAs within and along basin rims are superposed onto
and thus postdate their respective basin structures and were later buried beneath ejecta or mare material.
If this assumption were to be invalidated, an N(90) value inclusive of QCMAs would overestimate the relative
age of a given region. However, as demonstrated in the next section, this effect would serve only to reinforce
our conclusions in sections 4 and 5.
The absence of a well-preserved basin rim for Asperitatis, Serenitatis North, and Orientale SW suggests that
these basins likely predate the overlapping Nectaris, Serenitatis, and Orientale basins, respectively. We
Figure 3. Cumulative size-frequency distributions (SFDs) of preserved impact
craters for the major lunar terranes. The cumulative SFDs without QCMAs are
shown for the FHT proxy region (green) and SPA (black). The PKT region is shown
with and without QCMAs in blue and magenta, respectively (the portion of the
figure with crater diameter D < 90 km is shaded gray). FHT = Feldspathic
Highlands Terrane; PKT = Procellarum KREEP Terrane; SPA = South Pole-Aitken;
QCMA = quasi-circular mass anomaly.
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therefore excluded these basins from the population of superposed impact structures used to calculate the
crater densities for the latter group of younger basins.
4. Results: Relative Ages of Lunar Terranes and Major Impact Basins
The reliability of surface ages determined by previous workers (e.g., Fassett et al., 2012; Hartmann & Wood,
1971; Wilhelms, 1987) depends on the accuracy of the employed crater density estimation methods.
Commonly, crater SFDs used to assess relative and absolute ages include crater diameters of 20 km or smaller
to improve precision (e.g., Hartmann & Wood, 1971; Neukum, 1983), but both crater saturation and the pre-
sence of the lunar maria can introduce biases that hinder the reliable interpretation of such crater-based age
assessments, and some such analyses yielded results at variance with stratigraphic inferences, most notably
for the SPA and Serenitatis basins.
The use of N(90) for crustal crater retention age assessments provides ages that are generally unbiased by
later volcanism. The elimination of this bias is particularly important for the major impact basins on the near-
side that were substantially flooded by maria. To ensure further that reliable estimates of N(90) can be deter-
mined, we chose to investigate regions with sufficient areal extents that a crater with a diameter of 90 km,
interior to the region of interest, will occupy less than 2% of the region’s total area. On the basis of this criter-
ion, we conducted crater size-frequency analyses for areal extents of at least 3.2 × 105 km2, equivalent to a
circular area with a diameter of approximately 650 km. We determined crater-size frequency distributions
by applying the buffered crater density approach (Fassett et al., 2012) to all superposed crater structures
within a given region of interest. All N(D) values were normalized to an area of 106 km2. We determined
the error for N(D) values at the 68% confidence level (one standard deviation) as prescribed by the methodol-
ogy of the Crater Analysis Techniques Working Group (1979). For testing whether two N(D) values are statis-
tically distinguishable, we applied the E-Test, a hypothesis test for the comparison of Poisson means
(Krishnamoorthy & Thomson, 2004).
For each basin, we used N(90) values, inclusive of QCMAs, determined from the full region interior to themain
rim diameter as the primary metric for comparison. We regard the cumulative crater SFD as a valid estimate of
the true areal density of craters over this size range. As noted by Hartmann and Wood (1971), the differences
Table 1
Cumulative Crater Density N(90), N(64), and N(20) for Lunar Basins Listed in Order of Decreasing Inferred Stratigraphic Age
Basin name
Agea N(90)b
N(64)c N(20)cPeriod Group Incl. QCMAs Excl. QCMAs
South Pole-Aitken (SPA)1 PN 1 16 ± 2 16 ± 2 33 ± 3 156 ± 7
Procellarum PN 1 11 ± 1 5 ± 1 — —
Fecunditatis (F)1 PN 3 10 ± 4 3 ± 2 — —
Australe North (A)1 PN 3 15 ± 4 15 ± 4 — —
Nubium (Nu)1 PN 3 10 ± 4 8 ± 3 33 ± 7 195 ± 18
Smythii (Sm)1 PN 5 13 ± 4 13 ± 4 28 ± 6 225 ± 19
Coulomb-Sarton (CS)1 PN 5 11 ± 4 11 ± 4 32 ± 14 271 ± 54
Nectaris (N) N 10 9 ± 3 5 ± 3 17 ± 5 135 ± 14
Mendel-Rydberg (MR) N 10 6 ± 4 6 ± 3 12 ± 5 125 ± 17
Serenitatis (S)1 N 11 5 ± 2 1 ± 1 28 ± 20 298 ± 60
Humorum (H) N 11 4 ± 3 3 ± 2 12 ± 6 108 ± 21
Crisium (C) N 11 3 ± 1 3 ± 1 8 ± 3 113 ± 11
Imbrium (I) I 12 6 ± 2 1 ± 1 4 ± 2 30 ± 5
Orientale (O) I 12 0 0 1 ± 1 21 ± 4
Note. Units for N(D) are number of craters per 106 km2. Overlapping basins are excluded from theN(90) values, unless the
basin is denoted by “1.” QCMA = quasi-circular mass anomaly.
aThe inferred stratigraphic ages are binned by lunar period and group as defined byWilhelms (1987). The notations “PN,”
“N,” and “I” denote the pre-Nectarian, Nectarian, and Imbrian periods, respectively. The basin group number denotes
relative age inferred from stratigraphic relationships, from oldest to youngest. bThe N(90) value was determined both
with (“incl. QCMAs”) and without (“excl. QCMAs”) QCMAs for the region interior to the main basin rim. cN(64) and N(20)
values are from Fassett et al. (2012). A dash symbol indicates that no value was listed for that region by Fassett et al.
(2012).
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in the derived crater densities will not be directly proportional to differences in absolute age because of a
cratering rate that was nonuniform in time, but instead such values establish relative (crustal crater retention)
ages. Thus, we use the terms crater density and relative age interchangeably.
4.1. Major Lunar Geochemical Terranes and Pre-Nectarian Basins
The Pre-Nectarian period is generally recognized to have persisted from ~4.53 Ga until the time of the
Nectaris impact. Although the age of the Nectaris impact is often accepted as ~3.92 Ga, radiometric ages
of material inferred to have been emplaced during the Nectaris impact event indicate that the Nectaris
impact may have occurred as early as 4.26 Ga (Warren, 2003).
During the Pre-Nectarian period, at least two of the three major geochemical provinces on the lunar surface
were formed: (1) the FHT and (2) the SPA Terrane. The third major geochemical province, the PKT (Jolliff et al.,
2000), although ancient, has not been conclusively confined to a specific lunar epoch. The formation of these
geochemical provinces constrains the timing of the earliest events in lunar history, including crystallization of
the lunar magma ocean and the SPA impact. For the purposes of this work, we assume that the SPA basin
interior (Garrick-Bethell & Zuber, 2009) is representative of the SPA Terrane as defined by Jolliff et al. (2000).
Below, we use the crater densities inclusive of QCMAs to reexamine relative age constraints on lunar geo-
chemical terranes and pre-Nectarian basins. For the geochemical terranes, we use the regions outlined in
Figure 1 to assess relative age. We compare our results to the generally accepted chronologic sequence of
Wilhelms (1987).
4.1.1. Feldspathic Highlands Terrane
The formation of the primary crust, and hence the FHT, is arguably the most ancient event preserved at
the lunar surface. For the full FHT shown in Figure 1a, we determined an N(90) value of 15 ± 1. However,
as the crater density of the full FHT may have been affected by the subsequent formation of younger
basins and the other geochemical terranes, we also consider a single, continuous region within the
FHT, 1490 km in diameter, centered at 70°N, 143°E, that is devoid of basins with diameters greater than
650 km and that does not border other geochemical terranes (see Figure 4a). For this proxy region, we
determined the N(90) value to be 14 ± 3, similar to the N(90) value of 15 ± 1 determined from the
discontinuous but full FHT region (see Table 2). Hence, we may conclude that the influence of younger
basins and other geochemical terranes on the N(90) value of the full FHT is negligible.
4.1.2. South Pole-Aitken and Procellarum KREEP Terrane
For the ancient SPA basin, we determined an N(90) value of 16 ± 2. The significance of this result is twofold: (1)
unlike analyses with N(20) values (see Table 1), N(90) values for SPA, within error, are consistent with the
chronologic sequence established by stratigraphic analyses; and (2) the relative age of the SPA basin is indis-
tinguishable from that of the FHT region. The latter could be the result of crater saturation within the FHT and
SPA basin, nearly contemporaneous ages for the formation of the FHT and SPA basin, or a significant reset of
the crater population within the FHT by ejecta from the SPA basin.
For the full PKT region (see Figures 1a and 4a), we find that the N(90) value is 11 ± 1. This N(90) value of the full
PKT is statistically indistinguishable from those N(90) values obtained for the western portion of the PKT
devoid of major impact basins (see supporting information) and the interior of the proposed Procellarum
impact structure (see Figure 5), 11 ± 2 and 11 ± 1, respectively. Moreover, the N(90) value of the PKT is sig-
nificantly (99% confidence level) lower than the N(90) value for the SPA basin of 16 ± 2. In fact, as shown in
Figure 3, even with QCMAs included, the N(D) values of the SPA basin remain greater than those of the PKT
for all D ≥ 20 km, further supporting the robustness of this result. If a small fraction of the QCMAs within the
PKT are not buried craters, the true N(90) value for the PKT would be lower, thereby increasing the signifi-
cance of this result.
Although an ancient Procellarum impact basin has been invoked to account for the localization of low-Ca pyr-
oxene (Nakamura et al., 2012) and KREEP on the lunar nearside (e.g., Cadogan, 1974), the gravitational and
physiographic characteristics of the region are inconsistent with those of an ancient impact structure
(Andrews-Hanna et al., 2014). Nonetheless, the absence of these characteristics does not necessarily preclude
the possibility of a Procellarum impact event for which little or no topographic or gravitational evidence
remains. Regardless of whether a Procellarum basin-forming impact occurred, the lower crater density of
the PKT (and the suggested Procellarum basin) relative to the SPA basin requires that the crater population
within the PKT was significantly reset at, or crater retention inhibited until, a time after the SPA impact event.
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Figure 4. Maps of superposed craters for geochemical terranes and selected basins. (a) The Feldspathic Highlands Terrane
(FHT) proxy region, Procellarum KREEP Terrane (PKT), and South Pole-Aitken (SPA) Terrane are shown in orthographic
projections of the lunar morphological base map (Speyerer et al., 2011) in the upper, middle, and bottom panels, respec-
tively. Maps are centered on the regions of interest, which are outlined in black and white and labeled. The SPA interior, the
region 500-km interior to the main rim of SPA basin and the nominal location of the SPA Terrane, is enclosed by the
innermost outline of black and white in the bottom panel. (b) The Nectaris, Imbrium, and Orientale basins are outlined in
black and white in the upper, middle, and bottom panels, respectively. The positive Bouguer anomalies (Neumann et al.,
2015) central to each of the basins are also outlined in black and white. Craters identified from topography by
Head et al. (2010; yellow) and buried craters identified from gravity anomalies by Neumann et al. (2015; green) and Evans
et al. (2016; cyan) are shown for each area. Craters with diameters greater than 90 km are shown with thicker outlines. The
south and north poles are marked with the circle and diamond symbols, respectively.
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Three scenarios could account for the younger crustal crater retention age of the PKT relative to the SPA
basin: (1) the deposition of impact ejecta from the Imbrium impact obliterated some of the large craters
(D ≥ 90 km) within the PKT such that they are not recoverable as QCMAs; (2) the primary crust within the
PKT formed after the primary crust within the SPA basin, as well as after the FHT; or (3) the precursor of lunar
KREEP-rich material, commonly referred to as urKREEP, produced sufficient subsurface heat across the PKT to
modify crater formation or delay the onset of crater retention for large craters (D ≥ 90 km) until after the time
of the SPA impact event. For the first scenario, the higher crater density of the PKT than for the Imbrium basin
(see Tables 1 and 2) precludes the complete obliteration of the population of craters with D ≥ 90 km within
the PKT during or after the Imbrium impact event. Although the obliteration of a partial population of craters
within the PKT by the Imbrium impact is possible, the similar N(90) values for the full PKT and the western
portion of the PKT (i.e., the portion farthest from Imbrium) along with the absence of any substantial devia-
tion in the ratio of the incremental SFD of nonmare craters to that of PKT craters (Figure S7) suggests that
either such a scenario did not occur or was not important to the record of preserved craters.
The remaining two scenarios—late formation of the PKT crust and delayed retention of large craters within
the PKT—are not readily distinguishable from crater size-frequency analyses, but either process would have
likely concluded by the end of magma ocean crystallization, as discussed below. Furthermore, both scenarios
are consistent with the predicted crystallization sequence for the cooling lunar magma ocean (e.g., Elkins-
Tanton et al., 2011), which calls for urKREEP to crystallize later than and at a lower temperature than the feld-
spar that formed the FHT. At the time of crystallization of the subsurface urKREEP layer, the primary crust of
the PKT would have been sufficiently thick to preserve the crustal signature of impact structures with dia-
meters greater than ~150 km (Miljković et al., 2016), and the crustal temperature would have been too low
Table 2
Cumulative Crater Density N(90) for Major Lunar Geochemical Terranes
Terrane
Proxy region Full region
N(90) QCMAs N(90) QCMAs
South Pole-Aitken Terrane 16 ± 2 <1 — —
Feldspathic Highlands Terrane (FHT) 14 ± 3 <1 15 ± 1 <1
Procellarum KREEP Terrane (PKT) 11 ± 2 7 11 ± 1 7
Note. Units for N(90) are number of craters per 106 km2. The “Full Region” denotes the area as defined by Jolliff et al.
(2000), and the “Proxy Region” refers to the SPA interior, the FHT proxy region, and the western portion of the PKT
(see the supporting information) for the SPA Terrane, FHT, and PKT, respectively. A dash symbol indicates values that
were not computed. “QCMA” indicatesN(90) values for the QCMA population only. QCMA = quasi-circular mass anomaly.
Figure 5. Map and cumulative size-frequency distribution (SFD) for craters within the Procellarum basin suggested by
Whitaker (1981). The proposed Procellarum basin is outlined in black and white in the left panel on the lunar morpholo-
gical base map using the same scheme as in Figure 4. The right panel compares the crater cumulative SFD for Procellarum
(black-dashed) with those of SPA (black), Nectaris (green), Imbrium (blue), and Orientale (magenta). SPA = South Pole-
Aitken.
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(less than 1300 K, the crystallization temperature for urKREEP; Rutherford et al., 1996; Wieczorek & Phillips,
2000) to enable substantial viscous relaxation of impact structures (e.g., Kamata et al., 2015). Taken together
with the previously noted absence of a significant diameter-dependent trend in the ratio of incremental SFD
of nonmare craters to that of PKT craters at large diameters (D ≥ 90 km), we may then conclude that after the
crystallization of urKREEP, neither the crater formation process nor viscous relaxation had a prominent effect
on the retention of craters with D ≥ 90 km. Consequently, we may use the youngest age inferred for the final
crystallization of urKREEP, ~4.3 Ga (Borg et al., 2015), as an approximate lower bound on the absolute age of
the crust underlying the PKT. This lower bound is also consistent with the ages of the oldest mare basalt units
within the PKT region, radiometrically dated at ~4.3–4.2 Ga (Dasch et al., 1987; Taylor et al., 1983). Because
these basalts likely postdated emplacement of the PKT basement, the ages of these samples provide an inde-
pendent lower bound on the absolute age of the PKT crust. Given the greater N(90) value of SPA relative to
the PKT, it then follows that the SPA impact must have occurred prior to ~4.3 Ga.
4.1.3. Other Pre-Nectarian Basins
The N(90) values for the pre-Nectarian basins considered in this study vary between 10 and 16. The large
errors associated with the N(90) values of the pre-Nectarian basins prevent the determination of statistically
significant differences in crater density among them. The proposed pre-Nectarian Fecunditatis and Nubium
basins also yield N(90) values, as well as SFDs for D ≥ 90 km (see the supporting information), concordant with
those for basins and surfaces of pre-Nectarian age. This age constraint neither supports nor refutes their inter-
pretation as impact basins. By combining the crater densities within comparatively young, unambiguous pre-
Nectarian impact structures—specifically Ingenii and Poincaré—we determined an N(90) value of 19 ± 8 for
basins of stratigraphic group 4 (of 12 groups, with 1 being the oldest) in the chronology of Wilhelms (1987).
This N(90) value is greater than the value of 11 ± 1 determined for the PKT at the 90% confidence level. Thus,
on the basis of the chronologic sequence of the pre-Nectarian impact basins as ordered by Wilhelms (1987)
and the minimum absolute age inferred for the PKT, the aggregated N(90) value determined from these
basins indicates that all pre-Nectarian basins and impact structures identified within stratigraphic age groups
1–4 have an absolute age of at least ~4.3 Ga. Accordingly, the basins classified within stratigraphic age groups
1–4, which account for ~40% of the total number of basins and 32% of the “definite” basins chronologically
ordered by Wilhelms (1987), would have likely formed prior to ~4.3 Ga. It should be noted that the implica-
tions of this constraint for the crater chronology of the Moon, and the existence and timing of a late heavy
bombardment in particular (e.g., Kamata et al., 2015; Morbidelli et al., 2012, 2018), depend heavily on the
poorly constrained absolute age for Nectaris as well as the absolute ages for the younger pre-Nectarian
basins (stratigraphic age groups 5–9) that are not considered herein due to their small sizes (D < 650 km).
4.2. Nectarian and Imbrian Periods
We examine next the basin-forming impacts that occurred after the pre-Nectarian period, during the
Nectarian and Imbrian periods. The Nectarian period spans the interval between the ages of the Nectaris
and Imbrium impacts, often accepted as 3.92 and 3.85 Ga, respectively (e.g., Wilhelms, 1987). However, as
noted above, the Nectaris impact has been suggested to have occurred as early as 4.26 Ga (e.g., Warren,
2003; Wilhelms, 1987). For the subsequent Imbrian period, we examine those remaining basins that were
formed between the Imbrium impact and the last major impact event, Orientale, which may have occurred
as late as ~3.8–3.7 Ga (e.g., Whitten et al., 2011; Wilhelms, 1987).
4.2.1. Nectaris
For the Nectaris basin (Figure 4b), we determined an N(90) value of 9 ± 3, similar to the N(90) value of 11 ± 1
obtained for the PKT region. Nectaris is the first basin of certain impact origin in the chronologic sequence of
Wilhelms (1987) that exhibits an N(90) value significantly different (90% confidence level) from that of SPA.
The similar N(90) values for the Nectaris basin and PKT are consistent with nearly similar absolute ages for
the two regions. An age of 4.12–4.26 Ga for the Nectaris basin, as indicated by a subset of KREEP-poor sam-
ples posited to be Nectaris impact-melt breccias (Warren, 2003), is not very different from the minimum age
of ~4.3 Ga inferred for the PKT. This age range does not, however, exclude the possibility of the younger age
for Nectaris.
4.2.2. Imbrium and Serenitatis
The N(90) value for the Imbrium basin, determined for the region interior to the main topographic rim
defined, in part, by the Apennine mountains, is 6 ± 2, significantly lower (99% confidence level) than values
for the pre-Nectarian basins and the FHT. Although the N(90) value for Imbrium is considerably higher with
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the buried crater population included than if estimated from surface craters alone (see Figure 4b and Table 1),
its relative age is consistent with the inferred chronology of the Moon and with stratigraphic evidence that
Imbrium is one of the youngest lunar basins.
The relative age of Serenitatis, as noted above, has long been debated. Estimates of relative ages for the
Serenitatis basin have been complicated because of the extensive regional mare flooding (Fassett et al.,
2012; Hartmann & Wood, 1971; Wilhelms, 1987). The recovery of the QCMAs (Figure 6a) allows for an
improved estimate of its crater density and chronologic position within the sequence of lunar basins. As
shown in Figure 6a, Serenitatis and Imbrium have indistinguishable N(90) values, 5 ± 2 and 6 ± 2, respectively.
Additionally, the N(90) value for Serenitatis is significantly lower at the 95% confidence level than the aggre-
gate N(90) value of 13 ± 3 determined for the pre-Nectarian impact basins in stratigraphic age group 5,
Coulomb-Sarton and Smythii. Therefore, we can conclude that the Serenitatis basin is younger than the
basins within stratigraphic age group 5, although not necessarily younger than all pre-Nectarian basins.
The similar N(90) values for Imbrium and Serenitatis derived in this work are in agreement with the relatively
young age for Serenitatis proposed by Wilhelms (1987). Wilhelms (1987) cited several lines of evidence in
support of this suggestion, including the fresh appearance of the massifs of Serenitatis, as noted during
the Apollo 17 mission (Evans & El-Baz, 1973).
However, on the basis of more recent image and topographic data, Spudis et al. (2011) and Fassett et al.
(2012) suggested that the Serenitatis basin-forming impact may have occurred during the pre-Nectarian
epoch, as previously proposed in some of the earliest relative age classifications for Serenitatis (Head,
1974; Stuart-Alexander & Howard, 1970). Fassett et al. (2012) based their suggestion of a pre-Nectarian
Serenitatis, in part, on the identification of possible Nectaris sculptured ejecta at Serenitatis and a high
Figure 6. Maps and cumulative size-frequency distributions for craters within the (a) Serenitatis and (b) Crisium basins.
Figure scheme is the same as for Figure 5. SPA = South Pole-Aitken.
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N(20) value of 298 ± 60 in a region of small area (~8×104 km2) east of Mare Serenitatis. Yet three noteworthy
concerns are raised by the pre-Nectarian age classification as suggested by Fassett et al. (2012): (1) The
derived N(20) value of 298 ± 60 for Serenitatis in that study is higher than the N(20) value of any other basin,
including the N(20) value of 156 ± 7 for the oldest recognizable basin on the Moon, SPA; (2) the derived cra-
ter density values for Serenitatis were classified by Fassett et al. (2012) as “uncertain” because of observa-
tional challenges; and (3) there is conflicting stratigraphic evidence for the relative age of Serenitatis, also
reflected by the question mark associated with the stratigraphic classification of Serenitatis in Table 1 of
Fassett et al. (2012).
A possible explanation for the high N(20) values determined for Serenitatis is that the count areas from which
these values were determined have been contaminated by secondary craters from the Imbrium impact, as
noted by Wilhelms (1987) for the area east of Mare Serenitatis. Fassett et al. (2012) also acknowledged that
the influence of secondary craters from the Imbrium impact could account for the high density of craters with
D ≥ 20 km at Serenitatis, but ultimately, they discounted this explanation by the argument that Crisiummate-
rials immediately to the east should have been similarly contaminated by secondaries. Yet contamination of
the Serenitatis region by Imbrium secondaries would yield the high N(20) value for Serenitatis despite its rela-
tively low N(90) value. Alternatively, the high N(20) values for Serenitatis could be the result of including sev-
eral craters in the count area for Serenitatis that predate that impact (e.g., Wilhelms, 1987).
The possibility that the true N(20) and N(90) values for Serenitatis are higher than those of Imbrium and
Nectaris cannot be completely excluded on the basis of this work. If the interpretation of a pre-Nectarian
age for the Serenitatis impact event is correct, then our results further restrict the Serenitatis impact to have
occurred during the late pre-Nectarian, in the time interval spanning stratigraphic age groups 6 and 9 of
Wilhelms (1987).
4.2.3. Mendel-Rydberg and Humorum
Mendel-Rydberg and Humorum basins are classified as Nectarian in age (Wilhelms, 1987). According to the
chronology of Wilhelms (1987), Mendel-Rydberg is younger than the Nectaris basin but older than
Serenitatis and Humorum. No buried craters are found within the main rim of the Mendel-Rydberg basin,
and its N(90) value of 6 ± 4 is consistent with the chronology of Wilhelms (1987), although the relative age
derived here is not significantly younger than Nectaris or older than Serenitatis and Imbrium.
Humorum has an N(90) value of 4 ± 3, lower than that of the Nectaris and Imbrium basins. Humorum is
considered to be late-Nectarian in age and within the same stratigraphic age group as Serenitatis. The
error associated with Humorum does not allow for a statistically significant relationship to be established
between Humorum and Imbrium. Accordingly, we deem this result, within error, to be consistent with the
previously established chronologic position of the Humorum impact event as prior to that of Imbrium but
after Nectaris.
4.2.4. Crisium
The center of the Crisium basin is characterized by unusually thin crust (Wieczorek et al., 2013; see also
Miljković et al., 2015), substantial mare basalt infill (Head et al., 1978), deeply penetrating thrust faults
beneath surface contractional features (Byrne et al., 2015), and no evident extensional features (Solomon &
Head, 1980). Possible Serenitatis ejecta superposed on the Crisium rim and the lack of obvious Crisium ejecta
near Serenitatis suggest a pre-Serenitatis and likely Nectarian age for Crisium (Wilhelms, 1987). Alternatively,
an oblique Crisium impact that occurred post-Serenitatis could account for the lack of definitive Serenitatis
ejecta at Crisium and the absence of Crisium ejecta near Serenitatis (Stickle & Schultz, 2011). Although
Luna 20 samples of postulated Crisium ejecta have been radiometrically dated at 3.84 ± 0.04 Ga (Podosek
et al., 1973), within the original suspected age range for the Imbrium-forming impact (3.87–3.82 Ga), the
younger-than-expected age measurement led some authors to classify the samples as secondary ejecta from
Imbrium (Adams et al., 1978; Wilhelms, 1987).
For Crisium, we determined an N(90) value, inclusive of QCMAs, of 3 ± 1. The low density of large craters with
D ≥ 90 km observed interior to Crisium basin is consistent with the results of previous analyses (Fassett et al.,
2012; Hartmann & Wood, 1971; Head et al., 2010) and with the formation of Crisium after that of the Nectaris
basin as proposed by Wilhelms (1987). Additionally, we note that our results favor, although do not require,
that the Crisium basin was formed after the Imbrium basin. On the basis of N(90) values, Crisium may be of a
similar or younger absolute age than Imbrium.
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4.2.5. Orientale
The Orientale basin is unambiguously the youngest major impact basin preserved on the surface of the Moon
(Wilhelms, 1987; see also Whitten et al., 2011). Unlike many major impact basins across the Moon, Orientale is
well preserved and not substantially obscured by thick mare basalt deposits. No superposed craters with
D ≥ 90 km are found within the Orientale basin. The absence of superposed craters with D ≥ 90 km within
the Orientale basin structure reinforces the conclusion that Orientale is the youngest impact basin on theMoon.
5. Possible Variations in the Early Lunar Impact Flux
As shown in Figure 7, with the possible exception of Crisium and Serenitatis, our results are in agreement with
the relative basin chronology detailed by Wilhelms (1987). With this relative chronologic sequence, we use
the crater densities of the geochemical terranes and major impact basins to examine the temporal evolution
of the impactor population incident on the Moon. This discussion is complicated by the fact that there are
inconsistent constraints on the absolute ages of the major impact basins, a situation dependent on the geo-
logical interpretation of the provenance of returned samples.
Among the pre-Nectarian basins we find no statistically significant difference in the density of superposed cra-
ters and basins greater than 90 km in diameter. There are several possible scenarios that could account for the
similar crater densities among the pre-Nectarian basins: (1) the basins formed over an extended period of
time, but there was a relatively low rate of impact craters formed with D ≥ 90 km during this period; (2) the
basins were formed over a short time interval; or (3) the surfaces of these basins have reached a state of crater
saturation equilibrium. We regard the first scenario as implausible, since the formation of as many as six major
impact basins (D ≥ 650 km) in a period of less than ~200 Myr, inferred from the ~4.3 Ga age of the pre-
Nectarian basin group (see Table 1), is suggestive of a high impact rate. Although we cannot exclude the sec-
ond scenario, the greater impact rate required to have formed the basins within a short time interval would
have likely resulted in a trend of increasing crater density with age among the basins, unless the third scenario,
crater saturation, applied. Therefore, in agreement with the conclusions of previous workers (e.g., Fassett et al.,
2012; Head et al., 2010), we deem a saturated crater density as the most plausible explanation for the similar
relative ages among pre-Nectarian basins. Alternatively, although we do not resolve a statistically significant
difference in the density of superposed craters of diameterD ≥ 90 km among pre-Nectarian basins, our results
do not rule out the possibility of such a difference given the errors in the N(90) values for those basins.
Our results also indicate that there is a statistically significant decrease in the density of craters withD ≥ 90 km
for basins formed after the youngest pre-Nectarian impacts that we consider here. As shown in Figure 7, this
Figure 7. N(90) values that include quasi-circular mass anomalies clustered by basin stratigraphic group according to
Wilhelms (1987). Basins are expanded on the horizontal axis for stratigraphic groups with multiple basins. Basins are
labeled by name and stratigraphic group in parentheses. The oldest definitive basin within each age period is shown with a
red square, basins with disputed relative ages are indicated by green circles, and other basins are denoted by blue circles.
SPA = South Pole-Aitken.
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decline in the density of craters with D ≥ 90 km continued through the Nectarian period and into the early
Imbrian, terminating with the last major lunar impact basin, Orientale, which has no superposed crater struc-
tures with D ≥ 90 km. The uncertainty in the absolute ages and derived N(90) values for the lunar geochemical
terranes and basins prevents any conclusive determinations regarding the timing of a lunar cataclysm or late
heavy bombardment. Given the combination of likely saturated crater densities in the pre-Nectarian and the
statistically significant decrease in crater density by the time of the Nectaris impact, however, a large change
in impactor flux could have occurred prior to or accompanying the Nectaris basin-forming impact. If Nectaris
is taken as the beginning of the cataclysm, then the similar crater densities of the PKT and Nectaris combined
with the inferred minimum age for the PKT of 4.3 Ga is consistent with the timing for a cataclysm suggested
by some recent analyses (e.g., Morbidelli et al., 2012; van der Bogert et al., 2017).
N(20) values determined for Serenitatis and Imbrium, 298 ± 60 and 30 ± 5, respectively, indicate a substantial
difference in their crater densities despite potentially being of similar absolute age (Fassett et al., 2012; Spudis
et al., 2011). The marked difference in the N(20) values determined by previous workers imposed a severe
constraint on the flux of lunar basin-forming impactors for scenarios under which Serenitatis and Imbrium
basins are of similar absolute age, requiring that up to half of the population of lunar basins formed within
a very narrow time interval of ~50 Myr (Spudis et al., 2011). For this reason and others, several workers have
concluded that a young absolute age (~3.8 Ga) assigned to Serenitatis might be incorrect and that samples
ascribed to Serenitatis might instead be from Imbrium (Fassett et al., 2012; Spudis et al., 2011). Yet, given the
statistically indistinguishable N(90) values determined for Serenitatis and Imbrium in this study (see Table 1),
we can eliminate the requirement for forming a large number of lunar basins within a ~50-Myr interval at
~3.8 Ga in the event that Serenitatis has a young absolute age. We cannot, however, dismiss the possibility
that such a geologically short interval of high lunar impact bombardment nonetheless occurred.
6. Summary
Although the record of premare impact craters has been modified by mare volcanism for crater diameters as
large as 250 km, for diameters greater than 90 km that record is well preserved on the Moon by a combina-
tion of topography and gravity. Our results demonstrate that themare-flooded regions are deficient in craters
withD ≥ 20 km bymore than 50% relative to unflooded regions, but themare-flooded and unflooded regions
have comparable areal abundances of surface and buried craters with D ≥ 90 km. Furthermore, we find that
the total population of craters with diameters greater than 90 km provides a more complete crater record
than do surface craters alone and can be used to reassess the relative ages of terranes and basins and the
chronology for major geological events on the Moon. From the population of craters with diameters greater
than 90 km identified in the gravity and topography data sets, we make the following conclusions:
1. The areal density of impact craters, including buried craters, yields relative ages for major basins that are
generally consistent with the stratigraphic order and general lunar chronology of Wilhelms (1987).
2. The Procellarum KREEP Terrane (PKT) is similar in crustal crater retention age to the Nectaris basin, making
it younger than the South Pole-Aitken (SPA) basin. We infer a lower bound on the absolute age of the PKT
of ~4.3 Ga, taken from the youngest crystallization age for urKREEP (Borg et al., 2015) and the oldest (~4.3–
4.2 Ga) radiometric ages of mare basalts from the region (Dasch et al., 1987; Taylor et al., 1983).
3. The absence of gravitational and physiographic signatures indicative of a Procellarum basin rim structure
(Andrews-Hanna et al., 2014) and the young relative age of the PKT are inconsistent with an ancient
impact event as the principal cause for the distinctive properties of this terrane. If the PKT was formed
as a consequence of an ancient Procellarum impact, a later, unidentified secondary process that was com-
pleted after the SPA impact event is required to remove most evidence for the basin in topography and
gravity.
4. That the relative ages of several pre-Nectarian basins are significantly greater than the age of the PKT
allows us to establish a minimum absolute age of ~4.3 Ga for the SPA impact basin and other pre-
Nectarian basins within stratigraphic age groups 1–4 of Wilhelms (1987), indicating that ~40% of the
known lunar impact basins are older than ~4.3 Ga and likely predate any late heavy bombardment.
5. With and without the inclusion of the buried craters, the Serenitatis basin has a significantly lower abun-
dance of craters with D ≥ 90 km than the pre-Nectarian basins Coulomb-Sarton and Smythii. Serenitatis
lacks more than half the population of craters with D ≥ 90 km per area seen for these pre-Nectarian basins.
The similar N(90) values for Serenitatis and Imbrium suggest that the Serenitatis basin-forming impact is
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most consistent with a late-Nectarian event, but the impact may have occurred as early as the impacts
that formed the pre-Nectarian basins in stratigraphic age group 6 of Wilhelms (1987).
6. The Crisium basin may have an absolute age similar to or younger than that of Imbrium.
7. For pre-Nectarian basins, no statistically significant differences in their size-frequency distribution for
D ≥ 90 km can be resolved, a result likely indicating that a state of crater saturation equilibrium was
reached for basins in this age group. In contrast, the density of craters with D ≥ 90 km preserved by the
combination of gravity and topography declined through the Nectarian and Imbrian periods.
Inclusion of impact craters fully buried by volcanic or impact deposits yields a more complete record of the
lunar crater population that has enabled a fresh assessment of the chronology of mare-flooded terranes and
basins. By incorporating buried craters identified from the gravity field (Evans et al., 2016; Neumann et al.,
2015) along with craters recognized from their surface topography (Head et al., 2010), we have improved con-
straints on early lunar chronology, particularly the relative impact sequence of the lunar basins, the absolute
ages of lunar geochemical terranes and basins, and the impactor flux prior to ~3.8 Ga.
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